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Abstract
The ability to map descriptions of scenes
to 3D geometric representations has many
applications in areas such as art, education, and robotics. However, prior work
on the text to 3D scene generation task
has used manually specified object categories and language that identifies them.
We introduce a dataset of 3D scenes annotated with natural language descriptions
and learn from this data how to ground textual descriptions to physical objects. Our
method successfully grounds a variety of
lexical terms to concrete referents, and we
show quantitatively that our method improves 3D scene generation over previous work using purely rule-based methods. We evaluate the fidelity and plausibility of 3D scenes generated with our
grounding approach through human judgments. To ease evaluation on this task,
we also introduce an automated metric that
strongly correlates with human judgments.
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Introduction

We examine the task of text to 3D scene generation. The ability to map descriptions of scenes
to 3D geometric representations has a wide variety of applications; many creative industries use
3D scenes. Robotics applications need to interpret
commands referring to real-world environments,
and the ability to visualize scenarios given highlevel descriptions is of great practical use in educational tools. Unfortunately, 3D scene design user
interfaces are prohibitively complex for novice
users. Prior work has shown the task remains challenging and time intensive for non-experts, even
with simplified interfaces (Savva et al., 2014).
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{...a multicolored table in the
middle of the room ,
...four red and white chairs and a
colorful table, ...}

{...L-shaped room with walls
that have 2 tones of gray...,
A dark room with a pool table...}

Figure 1: We learn how to ground references such
as “L-shaped room” to 3D models in a paired corpus of 3D scenes and natural language descriptions. Sentence fragments in bold were identified
as high-weighted references to the shown objects.

Language offers a convenient way for designers
to express their creative goals. Systems that can
interpret natural descriptions to build a visual representation allow non-experts to visually express
their thoughts with language, as was demonstrated
by WordsEye, a pioneering work in text to 3D
scene generation (Coyne and Sproat, 2001).
WordsEye and other prior work in this
area (Seversky and Yin, 2006; Chang et al., 2014)
used manually chosen mappings between language and objects in scenes. To our knowledge,
we present the first 3D scene generation approach
that learns from data how to map textual terms to
objects. First, we collect a dataset of 3D scenes
along with textual descriptions by people, which
we contribute to the community. We then train
a classifier on a scene discrimination task and
extract high-weight features that ground lexical
terms to 3D models. We integrate our learned
lexical groundings with a rule-based scene generation approach, and we show through a humanjudgment evaluation that the combination outperforms both approaches in isolation. Finally, we
introduce a scene similarity metric that correlates
with human judgments.

Scene Template

Input Text

on(o0,o1)

There is a desk and
there is a notepad on
the desk. There is a pen
next to the notepad.

3D Scene
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Figure 2: Illustration of the text to 3D scene generation pipeline. The input is text describing a scene
(left), which we parse into an abstract scene template representation capturing objects and relations (middle). The scene template is then used to generate a concrete 3D scene visualizing the input description
(right). The 3D scene is constructed by retrieving and arranging appropriate 3D models.
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Task Description

In the text to 3D scene generation task, the input
is a natural language description, and the output is
a 3D representation of a plausible scene that fits
the description and can be viewed and rendered
from multiple perspectives. More precisely, given
an utterance x as input, the output is a scene y: an
arrangement of 3D models representing objects at
specified positions and orientations in space.
In this paper, we focus on the subproblem of
lexical grounding of textual terms to 3D model referents (i.e., choosing 3D models that represent objects referred to by terms in the input utterance x).
We employ an intermediate scene template representation parsed from the input text to capture the
physical objects present in a scene and constraints
between them. This representation is then used to
generate a 3D scene (Figure 2).
A naı̈ve approach to scene generation might
use keyword search to retrieve 3D models. However, such an approach is unlikely to generalize
well in that it fails to capture important object attributes and spatial relations. In order for the generated scene to accurately reflect the input description, a deep understanding of language describing environments is necessary. Many challenging
subproblems need to be tackled: physical object
mention detection, estimation of object attributes
such as size, extraction of spatial constraints, and
placement of objects at appropriate relative positions and orientations. The subproblem of lexical
grounding to 3D models has a larged impact on
the quality of generated scenes, as later stages of
scene generation rely on having a correctly chosen
set of objects to arrange.
Another challenge is that much common knowledge about the physical properties of objects and

the structure of environments is rarely mentioned
in natural language (e.g., that most tables are supported on the floor and in an upright orientation). Unfortunately, common 3D representations
of objects and scenes used in computer graphics specify only geometry and appearance, and
rarely include such information. Prior work in
text to 3D scene generation focused on collecting
manual annotations of object properties and relations (Rouhizadeh et al., 2011; Coyne et al., 2012),
which are used to drive rule-based generation systems. Regrettably, the task of scene generation has
not yet benefited from recent related work in NLP.

3

Related Work

There is much prior work in image retrieval given
textual queries; a recent overview is provided
by Siddiquie et al. (2011). The image retrieval
task bears some similarity to our task insofar as
3D scene retrieval is an approach that can approximate 3D scene generation.
However, there are fundamental differences between 2D images and 3D scenes. Generation in
image space has predominantly focused on composition of simple 2D clip art elements, as exemplified recently by Zitnick et al. (2013). The task
of composing 3D scenes presents a much higherdimensional search space of scene configurations
where finding plausible and desirable configurations is difficult. Unlike prior work in clip art generation which uses a small pre-specified set of objects, we ground to a large database of objects that
can occur in various indoor environments: 12490
3D models from roughly 270 categories.

There is a bed and there is a
nightstand next to the bed.

There is a chair and a table.

 There is a bed with three pillows and a bedside  There is a chair and a circular table in the
table next to it.
middle of a floral print room.
 The room appears to be a bedroom. A blue bed  a corner widow room with a a table and
and white nightstand are pushed against the
chair sitting to the east side.
furthest wall. A window is on the left side.
 There's a dresser in the corner of the room,
 A dark bedroom with a queen bed with blue
and a yellow table with a brown wooden
comforter and three pillows. There is a night
chair.
stand. One wall is decorated with a large design
and another wall has three large windows.

There is a table and there are four chairs. There
are four plates and there are four sandwiches.

 dinning room with four plates, four chairs, and
four sandwiches
 dark room with two small windows. A
rectangular table seating four is in the middle
of the room with plates set. There is a set of
two gray double doors on another wall.
 i see a rectangular table in the center of the
room. There are 4 chairs around the table and
4 plates on the table

Figure 3: Scenes created by participants from seed description sentences (top). Additional descriptions
provided by other participants from the created scene (bottom). Our dataset contains around 19 scenes
per seed sentence, for a total of 1129 scenes. Scenes exhibit variation in the specific objects chosen and
their placement. Each scene is described by 3 or 4 other people, for a total of 4358 descriptions.
3.1

Text to Scene Systems

Pioneering work on the SHRDLU system (Winograd, 1972) demonstrated linguistic manipulation
of objects in 3D scenes. However, the discourse domain was restricted to a micro-world
with simple geometric shapes to simplify parsing
and grounding of natural language input. More recently, prototype text to 3D scene generation systems have been built for broader domains, most
notably the WordsEye system (Coyne and Sproat,
2001) and later work by Seversky and Yin (2006).
Chang et al. (2014) showed it is possible to learn
spatial priors for objects and relations directly
from 3D scene data.
These systems use manually defined mappings
between language and their representation of the
physical world. This prevents generalization to
more complex object descriptions, variations in
word choice and spelling, and other languages. It
also forces users to use unnatural language to express their intent (e.g., the table is two feet to the
south of the window).
We propose reducing reliance on manual lexicons by learning to map descriptions to objects
from a corpus of 3D scenes and associated textual
descriptions. While we find that lexical knowledge
alone is not sufficient to generate high-quality
scenes, a learned approach to lexical grounding
can be used in combination with a rule-based system for handling compositional knowledge, resulting in better scenes than either component alone.

3.2

Related Tasks

Prior work has generated sentences that describe
2D images (Farhadi et al., 2010; Kulkarni et al.,
2011; Karpathy et al., 2014) and referring expressions for specific objects in images (FitzGerald
et al., 2013; Kazemzadeh et al., 2014). However, generating scenes is currently out of reach
for purely image-based approaches. 3D scene representations serve as an intermediate level of structure between raw image pixels and simpler microcosms (e.g., grid and block worlds). This level of
structure is amenable to the generation task but
still realistic enough to present a variety of challenges associated with natural scenes.
A related line of work focuses on grounding
referring expressions to referents in 3D worlds
with simple colored geometric shapes (Gorniak
and Roy, 2004; Gorniak and Roy, 2005). More recent work grounds text to object attributes such as
color and shape in images (Matuszek et al., 2012;
Krishnamurthy and Kollar, 2013). Golland et al.
(2010) ground spatial relationship language in 3D
scenes (e.g., to the left of, behind) by learning
from pairwise object relations provided by crowdworkers. In contrast, we ground general descriptions to a wide variety of possible objects. The
objects in our scenes represent a broader space of
possible referents than the first two lines of work.
Unlike the latter work, our descriptions are provided as unrestricted free-form text, rather than
filling in specific templates of object references
and fixed spatial relationships.

4

Dataset

We introduce a new dataset of 1128 scenes and
4284 free-form natural language descriptions of
these scenes.1 To create this training set, we
used a simple online scene design interface that
allows users to assemble scenes using available
3D models of common household objects (each
model is annotated with a category label and has
a unique ID). We used a set of 60 seed sentences
describing simple configurations of interior scenes
as prompts and asked workers on the Amazon
Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform to create scenes corresponding to these seed descriptions. To obtain more varied descriptions for each
scene, we asked other workers to describe each
scene. Figure 3 shows examples of seed description sentences, 3D scenes created by people given
those descriptions, and new descriptions provided
by others viewing the created scenes.
We manually examined a random subset of
the descriptions (approximately 10%) to eliminate spam and unacceptably poor descriptions.
When we identified an unacceptable description,
we also examined all other descriptions by the
same worker, as most poor descriptions came from
a small number of workers. From our sample, we
estimate that less than 3% of descriptions were
spam or unacceptably incoherent. To reflect natural use, we retained minor typographical and
grammatical errors.
Despite the small set of seed sentences, the
Turker-provided scenes exhibit much variety in the
specific objects used and their placements within
the scene. Over 600 distinct 3D models appear
in at least one scene, and more than 40% of nonroom objects are rotated from their default orientation, despite the fact that this requires an extra manipulation in the scene-building interface. The descriptions collected for these scenes are similarly
diverse and usually differ substantially in length
and content from the seed sentences.2

5

Model

To create a model for generating scene templates
from text, we train a classifier to learn lexical
1
Available at http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/
text2scene.shtml.
2
Mean 26.2 words, SD 17.4; versus mean 16.6, SD 7.2
for the seed sentences. If one considers seed sentences to be
the “reference,” the macro-averaged BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002) of the Turker descriptions is 12.0.

groundings. We then combine our learned lexical groundings with a rule-based scene generation
model. The learned groundings allow us to select
better models, while the rule-based model offers
simple compositionality for handling coreference
and relationships between objects.
5.1

Learning lexical groundings

To learn lexical mappings from examples, we train
a classifier on a related grounding task and extract the weights of lexical features for use in scene
generation. This classifier learns from a “discrimination” version of our scene dataset, in which
the scene in each scene–description pair is hidden among four other distractor scenes sampled
uniformly at random. The training objective is
to maximize the L2 -regularized log likelihood of
this scene discrimination dataset under a one-vs.all logistic regression model, using each true scene
and each distractor scene as one example (with
true/distractor as the output label).
The learned model uses binary-valued features indicating the co-occurrence of a unigram
or bigram and an object category or model
ID. For example, features extracted from the
scene-description pair shown in Figure 2 would
include the tuples (desk, modelId:132) and
(the notepad, category:notepad).
To evaluate our learned model’s performance at
discriminating scenes, independently of its use in
scene generation, we split our scene and description corpus (augmented with distractor scenes)
randomly into train, development, and test portions 70%-15%-15% by scene. Using only model
ID features, the classifier achieves a discrimination accuracy of 0.715 on the test set; adding features that use object categories as well as model
IDs improves accuracy to 0.833.
5.2

Rule-based Model

We use the rule-based parsing component described in Chang et al. (2014). This system incorporates knowledge that is important for scene
generation and not addressed by our learned model
(e.g., spatial relationships and coreference). In
Section 5.3, we describe how we use our learned
model to augment this model.
This rule-based approach is a three-stage process using established NLP systems: 1) The input
text is split into multiple sentences and parsed using the Stanford CoreNLP pipeline (Manning et

red cup round yellow
table

green room

black top

tan love seat

black bed

open window

Figure 4: Some examples extracted from the top 20 highest-weight features in our learned model: lexical
terms from the descriptions in our scene corpus are grounded to 3D models within the scene corpus.
al., 2014). Head words of noun phrases are identified as candidate object categories, filtered using
WordNet (Miller, 1995) to only include physical
objects. 2) References to the same object are collapsed using the Stanford coreference system. 3)
Properties are attached to each object by extracting other adjectives and nouns in the noun phrase.
These properties are later used to query the 3D
model database.
We use the same model database as Chang et al.
(2014) and also extract spatial relations between
objects using the same set of dependency patterns.
5.3

Combined Model

The rule-based parsing model is limited in its ability to choose appropriate 3D models. We integrate
our learned lexical groundings with this model to
build an improved scene generation system.

text

category

text

category

chair
lamp
couch
vase
sofa
bed

Chair
Lamp
Couch
Vase
Couch
Bed

round
laptop
fruit
round table
laptop
bookshelf

RoundTable
Laptop
Bowl
RoundTable
Computer
Bookcase

Table 1: Top groundings of lexical terms in our
dataset to categories of 3D models in the scenes.

a set of descriptive terms d using a similar sum of
feature weights. As the rule-based system may not
accurately identify the correct set of terms d, we
augment the score with a sum of feature weights
over the entire input description x:
m = arg max λd
m∈{c}

Identifying object categories Using the rulebased model, we extract all noun phrases as potential objects. For each noun phrase p, we extract
features {φi } and compute the score of a category
c being described by the noun phrase as the sum
of the feature weights from the learned model in
Section 5.1:
X
Score(c | p) =
θ(i,c) ,

X

θ(i,m) + λx

φi ∈φ(d)

X

θ(i,m)

φi ∈φ(x)

For the results shown here, λd = 0.75 and λx =
0.25. We select the best-scoring 3D model with
positive score. If no model has positive score, we
assume the object mention was spurious and omit
the object.
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Learned lexical groundings

φi ∈φ(p)

where θ(i,c) is the weight for associating feature
φi with category c. From categories with a score
higher than Tc = 0.5, we select the best-scoring
category as the representative for the noun phrase.
If no category’s score exceeds Tc , we use the head
of the noun phrase for the object category.
3D model selection For each object mention
detected in the description, we use the feature
weights from the learned model to select a specific
object to add to the scene. After using dependency
rules to extract spatial relationships and descriptive terms associated with the object, we compute
the score of a 3D model m given the category c and

By extracting high-weight features from our
learned model, we can visualize specific models
to which lexical terms are grounded (see Figure 4).
These features correspond to high frequency text–
3D model pairs within the scene corpus. Table 1
shows some of the top learned lexical groundings to model database categories. We are able
to recover many simple identity mappings without using lexical similarity features, and we capture several lexical variants (e.g., sofa for Couch).
A few erroneous mappings reflect common cooccurrences; for example, fruit is mapped to Bowl
due to fruit typically being observed in bowls in
our dataset.

Description

random

learned

rule

combo

Seed sentence:
There is a desk and a computer.

MTurk sentences:
A round table is in the center of the
room with four chairs around the
table. There is a double window facing
west. A door is on the east side of the
room.
In between the doors and the window,
there is a black couch with red
cushions, two white pillows, and one
black pillow. In front of the couch,
there is a wooden coffee table with a
glass top and two newspapers. Next
to the table, facing the couch, is a
wooden folding chair.

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of generated scenes for three input descriptions (one Seed and two
MTurk), using the four different methods: random, learned, rule, combo.
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Experimental Results

We conduct a human judgment experiment to
compare the quality of generated scenes using the
approaches we presented and baseline methods.
To evaluate whether lexical grounding improves
scene generation, we need a method to arrange the
chosen models into 3D scenes. Since 3D scene
layout is not a focus of our work, we use an approach based on prior work in 3D scene synthesis
and text to scene generation (Fisher et al., 2012;
Chang et al., 2014), simplified by using sampling
rather than a hill climbing strategy.
Conditions We compare five conditions:
{random, learned, rule, combo, human}. The
random condition represents a baseline which
synthesizes a scene with randomly-selected
models, while human represents scenes created by
people. The learned condition takes our learned
lexical groundings, picks the four3 most likely
objects, and generates a scene based on them. The
rule and combo conditions use scenes generated
by the rule-based approach and the combined
model, respectively.
Descriptions We consider two sets of input descriptions: {Seeds, MTurk}. The Seeds descriptions are 50 of the initial seed sentences from
which workers were asked to create scenes. These
seed sentences were simple (e.g., There is a desk
3
The average number of objects in a scene in our humanbuilt dataset was 3.9.

and a chair, There is a plate on a table) and did
not have modifiers describing the objects. The
MTurk descriptions are much more descriptive and
exhibit a wider variety in language (including misspellings and ungrammatical constructs). Our hypothesis was that the rule-based system would perform well on the simple Seeds descriptions, but it
would be insufficient for handling the complexities of the more varied MTurk descriptions. For
these more natural descriptions, we expected our
combination model to perform better. Our experimental results confirm this hypothesis.
7.1

Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 5 shows a qualitative comparison of 3D
scenes generated from example input descriptions
using each of the four methods. In the top row,
the rule-based approach selects a CPU chassis for
computer, while combo and learned select a more
iconic monitor. In the bottom row, the rule-based
approach selects two newspapers and places them
on the floor, while the combined approach correctly selects a coffee table with two newspapers
on it. The learned model is limited to four objects
and does not have a notion of object identity, so it
often duplicates objects.
7.2

Human Evaluation

We performed an experiment in which people
rated the degree to which scenes match the textual descriptions from which they were generated.

method

Seeds

random
learned
rule
combo

2.03
3.51
5.44
5.23

human

6.06 (5.90 – 6.19)

(1.88 – 2.18)
(3.23 – 3.77)
(5.26 – 5.61)
(4.96 – 5.44)

MTurk
1.68
2.61
3.15
3.73

(1.57 – 1.79)
(2.40 – 2.84)
(2.91 – 3.40)
(3.48 – 3.95)

5.87 (5.74 – 6.00)

Table 2: Average scene-description match ratings
across sentence types and methods (95% C.I.).

Figure 6: Screenshot of the UI for rating scenedescription match.
Such ratings are a natural way to evaluate how
well our approach can generate scenes from text:
in practical use, a person would provide an input
description and then judge the suitability of the resulting scenes. For the MTurk descriptions, we
randomly sampled 100 descriptions from the development split of our dataset.
Procedure During the experiment, each participant was shown 30 pairs of scene descriptions and
generated 3D scenes drawn randomly from all five
conditions. All participants provided 30 responses
each for a total of 5040 scene-description ratings.
Participants were asked to rate how well the generated scene matched the input description on a 7point Likert scale, with 1 indicating a poor match
and 7 a very good one (see Figure 6). In a separate task with the same experimental procedure,
we asked other participants to rate the overall plausibility of each generated scene without a reference description. This plausibility rating measures
whether a method can generate plausible scenes
irrespective of the degree to which the input description is matched. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to recruit 168 participants for rating the
match of scenes to descriptions and 63 participants
for rating scene plausibility.
Design The experiment followed a withinsubjects factorial design. The dependent measure
was the Likert rating. Since per-participant and
per-scene variance on the rating is not accounted
for by a standard ANOVA, we use a mixed effects
model which can account for both fixed effects and
random effects to determine the statistical signifi-

cance of our results.4 We treat the participant and
the specific scene as random effects of varying intercept, and the method condition as the fixed effect.
Results There was a significant effect of the
method condition on the scene-description match
rating: χ2 (4, N = 5040) = 1378.2, p < 0.001.
Table 2 summarizes the average scene-description
match ratings and 95% confidence intervals for
all sentence type–condition pairs. All pairwise
differences between ratings were significant under Wilcoxon rank-sum tests with the BonferroniHolm correction (p < 0.05). The scene plausibility
ratings, which were obtained independent of descriptions, indicated that the only significant difference in plausibility was between scenes created by people (human) and all the other conditions. We see that for the simple seed sentences
both the rule-based and combined model approach
the quality of human-created scenes. However,
all methods have significantly lower ratings for
the more complex MTurk sentences. In this more
challenging scenario, the combined model is closest to the manually created scenes and significantly outperforms both rule-based and learned
models in isolation.
7.3

Error Analysis

Figure 7 shows some common error cases in our
system. The top left scene was generated with the
rule-based method, the top right with the learned
method, and the bottom two with the combined
approach. At the top left, there is an erroneous
selection of concrete object category (wood logs)
for the four wood chairs reference in the input
description, due to an incorrect head identification. At top right, the learned model identifies the
4

We used the lme4 R package and optimized fit with
maximum log-likelihood (Baayen et al., 2008). We report
significance results using the likelihood-ratio (LR) test.

method

Human

ASTS

random
learned
rule
combo

1.68
2.61
3.15
3.73

0.08
0.23
0.32
0.44

Table 3: Average human ratings (out of 7) and
aligned scene template similarity scores.
score over all such alignments:
P
ASTS(s, z) = max
A

Figure 7: Common scene generation errors. From
top left clockwise: Wood table and four wood
chairs in the center of the room; There is a black
and brown desk with a table lamp and flowers;
There is a white desk, a black chair, and a lamp
in the corner of the room; There in the middle is a
table, on the table is a cup.
presence of brown desk and lamp but erroneously
picks two desks and two lamps (since we always
pick the top four objects). The scene on the bottom right does not obey the expressed spatial constraints (in the corner of the room) since our system does not understand the grounding of room
corner and that the top right side is not a good fit
due to the door. In the bottom left, incorrect coreference resolution results in two tables for There in
the middle is a table, on the table is a cup.
7.4

Scene Similarity Metric

We introduce an automated metric for scoring
scenes given a scene template representation, the
aligned scene template similarity (ASTS). Given
a one-to-one alignment A between the nodes of a
scene template and the objects in a scene, let the
alignment penalty J(A) be the sum of the number
of unaligned nodes in the scene template and the
number of unaligned objects in the scene. For the
aligned nodes, we compute a similarity score S per
node pair (n, n0 ) where S(n, n0 ) = 1 if the model
ID matches, S(n, n0 ) = 0.5 if only the category
matches and 0 otherwise.
We define the ASTS of a scene with respect to
a scene template to be the maximum alignment

0
(n,n0 )∈A S(n, n )

J(A) + |A|

.

With this definition, we compare average ASTS
scores for each method against average human ratings (Table 3). We test the correlation of the ASTS
metric against human ratings using Pearson’s r
and Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient rτ . We
find that ASTS and human ratings are strongly correlated (r = 0.70, rτ = 0.49, p < 0.001). This
suggests ASTS scores could be used to train and
algorithmically evaluate scene generation systems
that map descriptions to scene templates.

8

Future Work

Many error cases in our generated scenes resulted
from not interpreting spatial relations. An obvious improvement would be to expand our learned
lexical grounding approach to include spatial relations. This would help with spatial language that
is not handled by the rule-based system’s dependency patterns (e.g., around, between, on the east
side). One approach would be to add spatial constraints to the definition of our scene similarity
score and use this improved metric in training a
semantic parser to generate scene templates.
To choose objects, our current system uses
information obtained from language–object cooccurrences and sparse manually-annotated category labels; another promising avenue for achieving better lexical grounding is to propagate category labels using geometric and image features to
learn the categories of unlabeled objects. Novel
categories can also be extracted from Turker descriptions. These new labels could be used to improve the annotations in our 3D model database,
enabling a wider range of object types to be used
in scene generation.

Our approach learns object references without
using lexical similarity features or a manuallyassembled lexicon. Thus, we expect that our
method for lexical grounding can facilitate development of text-to-scene systems in other languages. However, additional data collection and
experiments are necessary to confirm this and
identify challenges specific to other languages.
The necessity of handling omitted information
suggests that a model incorporating a more sophisticated theory of pragmatic inference could be
beneficial. Another important problem not addressed here is the role of context and discourse
in interpreting scene descriptions. For example,
several of our collected descriptions include language imagining embodied presence in the scene
(e.g., The wooden table is to your right, if you’re
entering the room from the doors).

9

Conclusion

Prior work in 3D scene generation relies on purely
rule-based methods to map object references to
concrete 3D objects. We introduce a dataset of 3D
scenes annotated with natural language descriptions which we believe will be of great interest
to the research community. Using this corpus of
scenes and descriptions, we present an approach
that learns from data how to ground textual descriptions to objects.
To evaluate how our grounding approach impacts generated scene quality, we collect human
judgments of generated scenes. In addition, we
present a metric for automatically comparing generated scene templates to scenes, and we show that
it correlates strongly with human judgments.
We demonstrate that rich lexical grounding can
be learned directly from an unaligned corpus of
3D scenes and natural language descriptions, and
that our model can successfully ground lexical
terms to concrete referents, improving scene generation over baselines adapted from prior work.
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